


 

 
Fi�h   Grade   Recommended   Pacing  

 

Day  Skill  Page  

Monday  

Coordinates   in   Real   World   Context  
 

Compare   Two   Numerical   Pa�erns  
Increasing   in   Visual   Representa�on  

 

Graph   and   Analyze   Rela�onships  

1-3  

Tuesday  

Problem   Solving:   Sense   or   Nonsense?  
 

Compare   Two   Numerical   Pa�erns  
Decreasing   in   Visual   Representa�on  

 

Two   Numerical   Pa�erns   with  
  Opposite   Visual   Representa�ons  

4-6  

Wednesday  
Cri�cal   Content   Review:  

 

Make   Sense   of   Area   Models  
7-9  

Thursday  

Cri�cal   Content   Review:  
 

Problem   Solving-Mul�plica�on   
and   Division  

 

Make   Sense   of   Par�al   Quo�ents  

10-12  

Friday  

Cri�cal   Content   Review:  
 

Make   Sense   of   Par�al   Products  
 

Planning   an   Event  
13-15  

 
 
If   your   student   needs   assistance   with   any   of   the   content   presented   in   these   lessons,   please   contact   their   teacher.  

All   Orange   County   Public   School   teachers   are   commi�ed   to   suppor�ng   our   students   throughout   this   distance  
learning   experience.   Thank   you   for   all   that   you   do   to   maintain   a   strong   School/Home   connec�on!  

 
 



CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 4

Coordinates in Real World Context

1

Day 4 – Coordinates In Real World Context

Ella plotted points to represent the number of purses she 

knits for a total of 6 hours. The x-axis represents the 

number of hours and the y-axis should represent the 

number of purses.

x

y
Looking at the graph, what 

generalization can you make 

about Ella’s knitting?
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Katie makes necklaces that are different lengths. She makes a 

table to compare the number of beads and the necklace length.  

• Use the pattern to finish Katie’s table

• Graph the ordered pairs 

Number of 
Beads 

Length of 
Necklace (cm)

Ordered Pairs

4 8 (4, 8) 

7 (          , 14)

20 (         ,         )

13 26 (13, 26)
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CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 5

Compare Two Numerical Patterns

Increasing in Visual Representation

2

Kai is reading a book for class. His friend, Ira, is reading the 

same book but didn’t get the book until the next day. They 

both want to read for 20 minutes a night. 

1. Complete the charts

2. Create ordered pairs

3. Plot the ordered pairs on the graph paper

4. Explain what is happening to the graph

Ira’s Reading Log

Day Total
Minutes

Ordered 
Pair

-- -- --

20 (      ,      )

(3 ,      )

4 (      ,      )

(      ,      )

Kai’s Reading Log

Day Total
Minutes

Ordered 
Pair

1 (      ,     )

(      ,     )

(      , 60)

80 (      , )

(      ,      )
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UNLOCK the Problem
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Lesson 9.7

So, Sasha will use _ fluid ounces of water if he uses
the entire container of cocoa mix.

Sasha is making hot cocoa for a party. For each mug of cocoa, 
he uses 3 tablespoons of cocoa mix and 6 fluid ounces of hot 
water. If Sasha uses an entire 18-tablespoon container of cocoa 
mix, how many fluid ounces of water will he use?

STEP 1  Use the two given rules in the problem to generate 
the first four terms for the number of tablespoons 
of cocoa mix and the number of fluid ounces of water.

Graph and Analyze Relationships
Essential Question How can you write and graph ordered pairs 
on a coordinate grid using two numerical patterns?

Cocoa Mix (tbsp) 3 18

Water (fl  oz) 6

STEP 2  Write the number pairs as ordered pairs, relating the 
number of tablespoons of cocoa mix to the number of 
fluid ounces of water.

  _ _ _ _

STEP 3  Graph and label the ordered pairs. Then write a rule 
to describe how the number pairs are related. 

•  What rule can you write that relates the amount
of cocoa mix to water?

• Write the final number pair as an ordered pair. Then graph and label
it. Starting at the origin, connect the points with straight line segments.
What do the connected points form? Explain why this is formed.

(3, 6)

• How many tablespoons of
cocoa mix does Sasha add for
each mug of cocoa?

• How many fluid ounces of
water does Sasha add for each
mug of cocoa?
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FOR MORE PRACTICE:
Standards Practice Book, pp. P195-P196

Problem Solving
Sense or Nonsense?

5. Elsa solved the following problem.

Lou and George are making chili for the Annual
Firefighter’s Ball. Lou uses 2 teaspoons of hot sauce
for every 2 cups of chili that he makes, and George
uses 3 teaspoons of the same hot sauce for every
cup of chili in his recipe. Who has the hotter chili,
George or Lou?

Write the related number pairs as ordered pairs and
then graph them. Use the graph to compare who
has the hotter chili, George or Lou.

Lou’s chili:  

Lou’s chili (cups) 2 4 6 8

Hot sauce (tsp) 2 4 6 8

George’s chili (cups) 1 2 3 4

Hot sauce (tsp) 3 6 9 12

Elsa said that George’s chili was hotter than Lou’s, 
because the graph showed that the amount of 
hot sauce in George’s chili was always 3 times as 
great as the amount of hot sauce in Lou’s chili. 
Does Elsa’s answer make sense, or is it nonsense? 
Explain.

(2, 2), (4, 4), (6, 6), (8, 8)
(1, 3), (2, 6), (3, 9), (4, 12)George’s chili:



CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 6

Compare Two Numerical Patterns

Decreasing in Visual Representation

5

Here is a graph of some coordinates. 

x

y
This is Taren’s understanding 

of the graph. Is she correct?

“I collected the ordered pairs as (1, 3), (4, 5),
(7, 7), (10, 9). The line is starting at (1,3) and it 
is increasing to the right with the rules of: the 

x-axis: add 3 and the y axis: add 2.”

To prove your thinking that Taren is correct 

or incorrect make a table from the graph and 

find the rule and the starting number for the 

x-coordinate and the y-coordinate.

x-axis
coordinates

y-axis 
coordinates

ordered
pairs

10 (          ,           )

(          ,           )

5 (          ,           )

( 1 ,           )

Rule for x-axis: ____________ starting at _____.

Rule for y-axis: ____________ starting at _____.

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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CRM Alignment 

Unit 4.2 Day 7

Two Numerical Patterns with

Opposite Visual Representations

6

x

y

Day 7 – FormativeChart 1

Charlie’s 
Pattern

Juan’s
Pattern

Ordered
Pair

Number Number (x, y) 

2 1 (2, 1)

Chart 2

Karen’s 
Pattern

Monica’s
Pattern

Ordered
Pair

Number Number (x, y) 

14 16 (14, 16)

Charlie uses the rule 

add 2 and starts at 2.

Juan uses the rule 

multiply by 2 start at 1.

Karen’s uses the rule 

subtract 2 starting at 14.

Monica uses the rule 

divide by 2 starting at 16.

1. Complete both charts                 

2. Create ordered pairs

3. Graph the ordered 

pairs for Chart 1

4. Graph the ordered 

pairs for Chart 2

5. Analyze the 

coordinates you 

graphed 

6. Explain how the 

x-coordinates and 

y-coordinates are 

changing

What do you notice?19
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©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.Lesson 5 Divide Multi-Digit Numbers

Make Sense of Area Models

3  Use an area model to find the quotient 504 4 14.

1

2   84
14

?

14 504
2 

5

(14 3 30 5                  ) (14 3 6 5                ) 

504 4 14 5 

4  A rectangular box has a volume of 504 cubic inches. The width of the box is
7 inches, and the height of the box is 6 inches. Use the partial quotient method 
shown in the example to find the length of the box. Show your work.

 Solution 

5  A hunger relief program ships boxes that
hold 25 pounds of food. How many boxes will 
2,350 pounds of food fill? Show your work.

 Solution 



CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1 Day 9

Make Sense of Area Models

Henry and his classmates are boxing up canned goods 

they collected for a food drive. The students collected 

984 cans of food. Each box will hold 24 cans. How 

many boxes of canned food did they collect? 

Solve and show your thinking in any way.

98424

x ?

8



CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1  Day 10

Make Sense of Area Models

How might listing out the multiples of 34 help you 

solve 1,771 divided by 34 with an area model?

1,77134

Frankie went to the arcade to play some games. He 

wants to earn enough tickets to buy some baseball 

cards. Frankie collected 1,771 tickets in all. Each 

pack of baseball cards costs 34 tickets. How many 

packs of cards can Frankie buy? Solve and show 

your thinking in any way.

9
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Problem Solving • Multiplication 
and Division  

Solve the problems below. Show your work. 

1. Dani is making punch for a family picnic.
She adds 16 fluid ounces of orange juice, 
16 fluid ounces of lemon juice, and 8 fluid 
ounces of lime juice to 64 fluid ounces of 
water. How many 8-ounce glasses of punch 
can she fill?

__________

2. Ryan has nine 14-ounce bags of popcorn
to repackage and sell at the school fair.
A small bag holds 3 ounces. How many
small bags can he make?

__________

3. Bianca is making scarves to sell. She has 33 pieces
of blue fabric, 37 pieces of green fabric, and
41 pieces of red fabric. Suppose Bianca uses
3 pieces of fabric to make 1 scarf. How many
scarves can she make?

__________

4. Jasmine has 8 packs of candle wax to make
scented candles. Each pack contains 14 ounces
of wax. Jasmine uses 7 ounces of wax to make
one candle. How many candles can she make?

__________

5. Maurice puts 130 trading cards in protector sheets.
He fills 7 sheets and puts the remaining 4 cards in
an eighth sheet. Each of the filled sheets has the
same number of cards. How many cards are in
each filled sheet?

__________

Lesson 1.9 
PROBLEM SOLVING

Chapter 1   

13 glasses

104 4 8 5 (40 1 64) 4 8
 5 (40 4 8) 1 (64 4 8)
 5 5 1 8, or 13

16 1 16 1 8 1 64 5 104 � uid ounces



CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1  Day 11

Make Sense of Partial Quotients

Eve is training her new puppy. In the first 18 days, she 

gave the puppy 486 commands. If Eve gave the dog an 

equal number of commands each day, how many 

commands were given on day 16?

Solve and show your thinking using partial quotients

11



CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1  Day 11

Make Sense of Partial Quotients

Harrison is solving 1,616 ÷ 70. He needs your help! 

Show him how you would calculate this quotient. 

Circle your final answer. 

12



Make Sense of Partial Products

A basketball arena has seating for 18,445 people. 

There are 85 rows of seats. If each row has the 

same number of seats, how many people can sit in 

each row?  
Finish this thinking.

CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1  Day 12

7 
10

200 
85 18,445 

- ________

- ________

- ________

13



Make Sense of Partial Products

CRM Alignment 

Unit 1.1  Day 12

The high school football coach is ordering new 

uniforms for all of his players. The coach has a budget 

of $10,500. Each uniform costs $92. How many 

uniforms can the coach afford to purchase? 

Solve and show your work in anyway. 

14



Grade 5 Lesson 5 
©Curriculum Associates, LLC  

Copying permitted for classroom use.

Name

Planning an Event

Your Challenge
You are helping plan a large event. Answer the 
following questions and show your work. Include 
equations that represent the situations.

1. There are 350 people attending the event. Each person can
sit at a table for 8 people or a table for 6 people. All the tables
need to be full. How many of each table could there be?

2. After the event, people must be transported back to their
hotel. You hire 4 drivers to bring everyone back. One vehicle
can hold 8 people, one can hold 7 people, one can hold 6
people, and one can hold 5 people. The vehicles must always
be full. How many total trips might it take to transport
everyone to the hotel? Show two possible choices, then
explain which choice you think is better and why.
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